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About the WEF
WEF operates as a mutual trusted entity to monitor emerging and systemic challenges to the
UK energy sector, working across sector silos in the overall national interest. The WEF
programme delivers independent insight and continuity for the sector via a long-established
network of organisations who, together, help to assess emerging risks and ensure that the
right practitioners come together to consider the relative importance of these issues for future
decision-making (see WEF energy network doc).
WEF does not undertake lobbying, and is an independent industry association that delivers its
own internal seminar programme. Support comes from a wide range of industry via annual
subscriptions that enable the WEF to also convene experts from across the public sector and
NGO domains who, together with industry, form the UK sector ‘value chain’. WEF also has a
strong track record of external actions and thought leadership at a senior level, both within the
UK and internationally.
The WEF workstreams and seminar programme have been designed to support the strategic
goals of government, industry and investors. Working with these stakeholders WEF focuses
on the key challenges and knowledge gaps that are in a common national interest. The result
is a high level integrated programme serving the UK energy and climate community that is
risk-based and outcome-focused, supported by a range of external activities and thought
leadership.
Liaison with the UK Government and Public Sector agencies is actively managed, to maintain
both a clear understanding of current and emerging issues and to ensure continuity with the
various offices concerned.
The WEF Network is well-established – more than 150 organisations, with a 50:50 Public-Private
sector split, come together regularly as part a dynamic, managed constituency. Related stakeholder
benefits include:
•
•
•
•

Invite-only expert seminars held under the Chatham House Rule specific to particular workstreams
Actionable outputs for wider dissemination among participating organisations
Networking continuity and support throughout the WEF annual programme
Opportunities for high level knowledge sharing in a discrete environment without media

Privacy Overview
We are committed to safeguarding the privacy of WEF event attendees, participants in the
WEF event network, and our website users.
This policy applies to Westminster Energy Ltd (WE Ltd) acting as a ‘data controller’ with
regard to the professional data pertaining to our service users.
You may instruct us to provide you with any personal information we hold about you subject
to appropriate evidence of your identity.
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You may instruct us at any time not to process your personal information for delivering the
future activities of the WEF.

The ‘WEF Network’
We may process personal data that has been provided to us in the course of the use of our
services for the purposes of either inviting or registering individuals to WEF seminars that
are directly relevant to their roles, and / or in order to facilitate that organisation’s effective
membership of the WEF.
The ‘WEF Network’ is here deemed to include the member companies of the WEF, our
affiliate organizations (known as our Knowledge Transfer Network – KTN), and external
corporations who routinely attend WEF seminars (twice or more during the WEF annual
programme of events) as our specifically invited guests.
Data on individuals who belong to the WEF Network is treated in the following way - WE Ltd
operates a business-to-business service, and despite it not being mandatory we still apply
the principle of ‘soft consent’ regarding data on individuals of those organisations who are
active in the WEF. Where a specific individual has not been directly involved in WEF
seminar activities, or has not actively responded to related communications regarding the
WEF, within the past two year cycle of seminars they generally are expunged from the WEF
database and from our email server. Data relating to financial transactions is retained for
seven years. Removal of personal data may also be actioned upon request.
WE Ltd never uses commercial ‘third party’ lists and all contacts in the WEF Network have
been obtained through direct contact either with the individuals concerned or with
representative bodies (eg trade associations) who are authorized to share their information
in matters of mutual interest and cooperation (eg joint seminar organisation, invitation etc.)

Data held
Data held by us on any individual is limited to the following information:
First name
Last name
Job Title
Organisation
Email address
Telephone Number
Office address
Assistant’s name, email, phone number
WEF Seminars registered for – date, event topic
WEF Seminars attended – date, event topic
For Member organisations of the WEF, as distinct to organisations who are active within our
Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) or external non-member corporates, we will also retain
some additional information regarding our commercial relationship with them.
This includes:
Budgetholder’s name, email, phone number
Our vendor number
Member’s invoice number
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Invoice number and annual subscription amount
Finance office contact name, email, address, phone number
No other personal information is retained in our database other than that above. We do not
hold any information on individuals relating to age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, religious
beliefs, health, marital status, credit history, passport details.
All organisations who are ‘active’ and within the WEF Network (ie participation within the last
two year seminar cycle) and to which the above conditions are applied are listed in the WEF
Network Directory, a simple organizational listing that updated every six months and which
is available upon request by organisations listed within it.
Guestlists for WEF events contain the following information only – first name, last name, job
title, company name. By registering for a WEF seminar attendees consent to this limited
information being published in hard copy for a WEF event, to being circulated among
registrants in advance as part of the joining instructions, and to limited personal invitees of
the WEF Director.
We may disclose or share the name and contact of an individual active in the WEF Network
insofar as reasonably necessary for the purposes of operating the WEF programme or
facilitating directly-related communications between participants.

Data Storage
All retained correspondence data is limited to direct email exchanges between WE Ltd
employees and individuals of organisations within the WEF Network (KTN), or who have
contacted us as an enquiry via the WEF website.
Email correspondence retained does not include personal contact information beyond the
categories listed above that are also retained within the WEF database or servers. Emails
remain on file within our westminsterenergy.org gmail server as long as the organization
represented is deemed ‘live’ within the WEF Network (as outlined in the section ‘The WEF
Netowrk’) and / or the content of an individual’s email is deemed relevant to either our
relationship with them or a helpful reference to our ongoing relationship with their
organisation.
We do not retain any data on visitors to the WEF website unless they register an interest via
the contact form, in which instance we may hold their basic contact information for up to a
year when they will either have formally become part of the WEF Network or will be
discarded form our email servers and other corporate storage areas. Any access to the
password-protected areas of the WEF website to download post-event presentation files is
provided by the WEF secretariat to individual users via a generic key, not via an individualspecific one, and an individual’s use of the protected area is not recorded. Website enquiries
contain only information relating to the enquirer’s first name, last name, job title, organization
and contact number plus any brief notes regarding the nature of their enquiry.
The hosting facilities for our website are situated the UK, with the website domain owned
and operated by Westminster Energy Ltd.
All the collated information that we hold on any individual or organisation is retained within a
password-protected Filemaker Pro12 Database held on a password-protected third party
server hosted by Filmaker Hosting (MoleSoft & APJ Ltd) www.filemaker-hosting.co.uk/about-fmh.
WE Ltd Googledrive account and gmail email servers are used for ‘soft’ data storage of
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documents or correspondence, and again are password protected in accordance with
Google’s business privacy compliance with access limited to three WE Ltd employees only.
Training regarding privacy and data protection is provided to employees.
Financial Transactions
Any financial transactions relating to WEF services are handled by our payment services
providers - NatWest Bank or Eventbrite. We will share transaction data with our payment
services providers only to the extent necessary for the purposes of processing your
payments, refunding such payments and dealing with complaints and queries relating to
such payments and refunds.

About Westminster Energy Ltd & Key Contact Information
We are registered in England and Wales under company registration number 5222810, and our
registered office is at Clark Brownscombe, St Andrews Place, Southover Rd, Lewes BN7 1UP
Our principal place of business is at 6 Hay’s lane, London, SE1 2HB
You can contact us by:
•

post, at the address listed above

•

using our website contact form www.westminsterenergy.org

•

email via secretariat@westminsterenergy.org

Appx 1 - WEF Privacy Policy Email Suffix
We are committed to safeguarding the privacy of WEF event attendees, participants in the WEF event network, and
our website users. This policy applies to Westminster Energy Ltd (WE Ltd) acting as a ‘data controller’ with regard
to the professional data pertaining to our service users. You may instruct us to provide you with any personal
information we hold about you subject to appropriate evidence of your identity. You may instruct us at any time not
to process your personal information for delivering the future activities of the WEF. We may process personal data
that has been provided to us in the course of the use of our services for the purposes of either inviting or registering
individuals to WEF seminars that are directly relevant to their roles, and / or in order to facilitate that organisation’s
effective membership of the WEF. The ‘WEF Network’ includes the member companies of the WEF, our affiliate
organizations (known as our Knowledge Transfer Network – KTN), and external corporations who routinely attend
WEF seminars (twice or more during the WEF annual programme of events) as our specifically invited guests.
Where a specific individual has not been directly involved in WEF seminar activities, or has not actively responded
to related communications regarding the WEF, within the past two year cycle of seminars they are expunged from
the WEF database and from our email server. WE Ltd never uses commercial ‘third party’ lists and all contacts in
the WEF Network have been obtained through direct contact either the individuals concerned or with representative
bodies (eg trade associations) who are authorized to share their information in matters of mutual interest and
cooperation (eg joint seminar organisation, invitation etc).
A detailed copy of the WEF Privacy Policy is available upon request for WEF Network participants.

Director, Westminster Energy Forum
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